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E Isn’t That Grad was started in January 2014, a few months

after I moved to Pittsburgh to begin graduate school. I blog

about the things that are important to me as a grad student

and Pittsburgh transplant. I write about enjoying life on a

limited budget, food, Pittsburgh, travel, and science. My

audience is Pittsburghers of all ages, as well as students and

young professionals from around the USA and around the

world. As someone in that demographic, if something is

important to me you can bet that others feel the same way,

and that I’ll blog about it!

Welcome!



Nice to meet you! I’m Aliyah, a 26-year-old graduate student

from New Jersey studying biomedical sciences at the

University of Pittsburgh. I have just as much (or really, as

little) free time and money as all graduate students, but I

make the most of it! Outside of research, I love exploring

the delicious Pittsburgh food scene and trying 2-3 new

restaurants per month; travel (I have visited 43 states, 7

countries, and 3 continents, and am relocating to Paris in

2017!); learning new languages; and - of course - science: I

believe it’s important for science to be accessible and fun

for the public, not just those of us in research.

Uniquely, I keep up with all of these hobbies on my grad

student stipend! I’ve learned over the past few years that it

is possible to be budget-conscious and have the money to

spend on the things that matter most to you when the time

comes.

hello!



150

unique monthly
VIEWS

70

unique monthly
VISITORS

300 5.7K

follo
wers

impressions
per

month

2016 stats

KLOUT 52 SCORE



Work with me!

has opportunities for you!Isn't That Grad

product review

giveaway

You get 1 post
reviewing

your product
& 1 Twitter or

Instagram
shoutout

You get 1 post
reviewing your
product and

offering a giveaway
(open for 1 week) &

2 Twitter and/or
Instagram shoutouts

You provide the product for review

You provide one product for review and one (or
more) products to give away.



sponsored post

sponsorship

1 blog post announcing
your sponsorship of Isn’t

That Grad & 1 sidebar
banner

You get 1 personalized
post reviewing/explaining
your service & promotion

of post on Twitter
Base price is $30 per post: please contact me to

discuss your options.

$30 per month; two spots available per month.
Discount for 6 month ($170) or one year ($330

- one month free!) contracts.



Let's work together!

aliyahweinstein@gmail.com

6093306423


